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Poll Question

Where do you consider yourself on these 
feedback skills from The Coach Approach Self-
Assessment?

Giving strengths-based feedback, with a balance of affirmation 
(80%) and developmental feedback (20%)

Avoiding judging language—focusing on the behavior and its 
impact   

Seeking feedback on how you can be more effective in your role 
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Difficult Conversations Overview

“Anytime we feel vulnerable or our self-esteem is 
implicated, when the issues at stake are important and 

the outcome uncertain, when we care deeply about 
what is being discussed or about the people with 

whom we are discussing it, there is potential for us to 
experience the conversation as difficult”

(Stone Patten Heen, Difficult Conversations)
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Elements of Difficult 
Conversations

Elements of 
Difficult 

Conversations
Risks

“What Happened”
1. We imagine our version of the truth is correct
2. We invent the intentions of others (ladder of inference)
3. We look to blame and punish others

Feelings
Avoiding Feelings: Missing feelings can be like an opera 

without music – you might get the plot but you’re missing 
the point (Their Safe, Seen, and Heard)

Identity Not Caretaking of Their Identity: Am I defined by my 
mistakes? (Threat to their status)



Moving Toward Learning 
Conversations

 Blaming and judging 
(looking backward)

 Assuming bad 
intentions

 Dodging Feelings
 Quick-Fix band-aids
 Giving “advice” that 

comes across as an 
order

 Seek contribution and 
understanding (looking 
forward)

 Be curious about 
intention and share 
impacts

 Acknowledge feelings
 Think both for short-

term and long-term 
solutions

Avoid These: Instead:
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A Review of the Feedback Mindset

 The intent of feedback is always to help people be 
more effective - “I am telling you this because I 
want you to (continue to) succeed”

 Most of the feedback is positive – catch them doing 
something right (80/20 rule)

 The focus is on the behavior and not the person or 
their personality traits

 Make sure it’s clear what your expectations are going 
forward if there are rules, and/or coach the person –
what will you do differently next time?

 Remember how often we give kudos for coaches! 
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First, be clear that the intent of feedback is always to help people be 
more effective - “I am telling you this because I want you to 
(continue to) be successful”

1. How do you think that went?

2. What did you notice?

3. This is what I saw/noticed….

4. Here’s the impact of that…

5. What are you thinking now that we’re talking about this?

6. Here’s what I’m thinking…

7. These are my requests – “next time could you please….”– what can you 
commit to?

8. Do you have any requests for me? How can I support you?

Coach Approach Feedback as 
Learning Conversations
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“How Do You Think That Went?”

 People are usually good judges of what has happened. 
They may see the same things you are, which is great 
when discussing feedback!

 What are they paying attention to? Maybe there’s a 
disconnect as to what you both think is important.

 If they aren’t engaged with that question, they’re likely 
not as willing to hear you or your feedback

 Using this question often with your interactions and 
positive feedback will open up your conversations –
you might learn something by asking them their 
perspective!
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You will notice that this format has a lot of questions 
involved.

These questions are essential to establish a partnership 
with the person you are speaking with. You are not 
reviewing them; you are reviewing their work. Seeing those 
as separate will make it easier for both of you to approach 
problems together.

This process will not work if it’s not authentic

Learning Conversations and 
Ownership
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The “You” and “I” of Learning 
Conversations

 Are capable of 
greatness

 Are responsible for 
your own success

 Trust my intentions

 Are interested in 
growing and 
developing

 Want you to be 
successful

 Am sharing my 
interpretation of events

 Am curious about what 
I might be missing

 Am partnering and 
supporting your 
development

You… I…
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Notice that you can use the 
Learning Conversation format for 

both reaffirming or adjusting 
feedback!
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When There Are Real Consequences

 From A Coach Approach Perspective, we want to 
ensure that people have space and room to grow, but 
also have accountability.

 You are offering support and curious about what their 
needs are, and you’re taking their commitments 
seriously

 If people continuously break their commitments, then it 
makes it hard to trust their commitments going forward 
(broken trust or worse)

 Make sure the “rules of the game” are known and what 
the consequences are; no surprises
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Next Learning Circle is scheduled for

Tuesday, June 23rd 3:30-4:30pm

Thank You! 
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